
 
 

For Galatians 3                                                                                                                                                                       October 9, 2011 

This morning we are going to continue on in the Book of Galatians with Chapter 3.  As we’ve seen this book reveals a lot about 

Paul.  In looking back we are pretty sure that Galatians: 
 

Was the first epistle that Paul wrote.       It is apparent that he wrote it in anger.  

He wrote it early in his ministry.         He felt betrayed by Peter and the Judaizers. 
 

We have stated that Galatians inspired the decisive break of Christianity from Judaism. It got it down on paper.  It also 

inspired Martin Luther’s break from the church at Rome and ushered in the Reformation.  Similarly much of modern Christianity 

has become just a separated from the Bible as was Judaism and Romanism in their respective times. Could this great epistle 

possibly be used again to inspire such another decisive break today or in the near future?  Let’s look at the similarities: 

The church moved from the grace of Christ into another gospel.  
 

• This new gospel was not the true gospel at all.  

• This new gospel was not to be received no matter where it came from.  

• If it was received, it would result in judgment and damnation upon its recipients. 
 

Much of today’s Christianity, at least here in America, has removed itself from the Bible to justify our modern lifestyles.  It’s a 

shame that true Bible preaching in context is not as popular as it once was in our great country.  It’s like the Old Testament no 
longer exists. 
 

In Chapter 3 we are going to consider two questions. And, at the risk of talking away from today’s sermon, look at the scriptures 

we will again read in a moment: (ask yourselves these questions) 
 

1.  How did you receive your new nature in the first place? 
(Galatians 3:2)  “I would like to learn just one thing from you: did you receive the Spirit by observing the law, or by believing 
what you heard.” 

2. Can you add anything to this new nature? 
(Galatians 3:3)  “Are you so foolish? After beginning with the Spirit, are you now trying to attain your goal by human effort.” 

 

I would like to read a long quote from Warren Wiersbe: 

“The illustration of human birth is appropriate here. Two human parents are required for a child to be conceived and born, and 

two spiritual parents are required for a child to be born into God’s family: the Spirit of God and the Word of God.  

When a normal child is born, he has all that he needs for life; nothing needs to be added. When the child og God is born into 

God’s family, he has all that he needs spiritually; nothing need be added! All that is necessary is that the child have food, 

exercise and cleansing that he might grow into maturity. It would be strange if the parents had to take the child to the doctor 

at one month to receive ears, at two months to receive toes, and so on.”                                  With that let’s look at Chapter 3. 


